
Spot prices could increase again next week

Winter rapidly returning to the Nordic region

The Nordic region looks set to 
experience a very brief period of mild, 
wet weather. Following several weeks 
of cold, dry weather in the second half 
of November, both temperatures and 
precipitation volumes had otherwise 
returned to the norm. However, 
this situation does not appear to be 
lasting. From the start of week 50, 
very dry, cold and calm weather is 
expected, according to the forecasts, 
these conditions could very well last 
for at least a week. The prospect 
of winter weather also means that 
Nordic spot prices could climb again 
as we are likely to see low wind power 

production, and consumption will 
rise when the temperatures drop. The 
spot prices had otherwise just started 
to fall again following an expensive 
November. The average Nordic system 
price for November was EUR 32.27/
MWh, and the system price ended up 
at EUR 51.88/MWh on 29 November, 
the highest day price for nearly two 
years. The MKOnline analysis bureau 
still predicts that the average Nordic 
system price will be approximately 
EUR 36/MWh in week 50. It would 
then become the year’s second most 
expensive week in the spot market.

The previous week in the Nordic ener-
gy market was very much character-
ised by the weather forecasts. The first 
trading days were characterised by 
falling prices, as the Nordic region fi-
nally experienced mild weather and in-
creasing precipitation at the same time 
as the fuel markets fell slightly. How-
ever, at the start of week 49, prices 
climbed again as it looks like the cold 
and dry weather will return by week 50. 
Overall, the contracts therefore ended 
with only minor price falls. The Q1-18 
contract fell by EUR 0.29/MWh to EUR 
32.90/MWh, while the YR-18 contract 
fell by EUR 0.38/MWh, closing at EUR 
26.92/MWh on Monday.

Following the minor downside last 
week, we now believe that there will be 
increasing prices again. Not least be-
cause the weather forecasts are indi-
cating cold and dry weather from and 
including week 50. The immediate con-
tracts should therefore increase. In the 
longer term, the developments are more 
dependent upon movements in the coal 
and allowance markets. A neutral or 
slightly climbing trend seems most like-
ly. 

Our recommendation

Focus week 49 2017

Forward Wk 48 (EUR/MWh) Wk 49 (EUR/MWh) Expectation (wk 50)

ENOMJAN-18 35.15 35.25 ↗

ENOQ1-18 33.19 32.90 ↗

ENOYR-18 27.30 26.92 ↗

SYHELYR-18 7.13 7.00 ↗

SYOSLYR-18 -0.35 -0.35 →

The Nordic region looks set to become cold and dry from the coming weekend. This could  
result in very high spot prices again, as consumption will rise. 

Here and now



Oil deal between Russia and OPEC

Precipitation: It would appear 
that the wet weather is not going 
to remain a fixture in the Nordic 
region. From the start of week 
50, another spell of high pres-
sure will result in drier weather. 
In spite of this, the hydro-bal-
ance remains at a surplus. The 
current level is +12.1 TWh.

Production and spot: As already 
described on page 1 of this pub-
lication, we may be heading back 
towards very high price levels 
in the Nordic spot market. Wind 
power production will fall when 
the high-pressure weather takes 
over from the start of week 50.

For the second week in a row, 
the Finnish YR-18 EPAD fell last 
week. It now costs EUR 7.00/
MWh, which does however mean 
that Finland remains the most 
expensive price area in the Nor-
dic region. The Norwegian NO1-
EPAD for YR-18 remains at EUR 
-0.35/MWh.

The EPADs

Forecasts

The decisive day in the oil market was Thursday. The OPEC member states and 
Russia met in Vienna, where they would attempt to negotiate either an extension 
to the current agreement on production limitations on oil in the member states 
and Russia or, better still, reach an improved deal. Signals had varied ahead of 
the summit, but most analysts noted that a relatively unchanged extension to 
the current agreement would be most likely. And that is indeed what happened. 

On Thursday evening, following a day of negotiations, the parties were able to 
announce that they had reached an agreement to extend the current deal, and 
the production limitations now apply until the end of 2018. However, the allo-
cation of production limitations has changed slightly. The new member states, 
Libya and Nigeria, were exempted from the agreement last year but will now 
start cutting their oil production too. Last year, the two countries were affected 
by such great political uncertainty that they asked to be excused from the agree-
ment, but the other OPEC member states have now succeeded in convincing 
them to participate in the production limitations. A crucial part of the agreement 
remains the fact that the two largest oil producers in the world, Russia and Saudi 
Arabia, are taking the lead with the greatest reduction in their countries’ produc-
tion.
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At the start of week 49, 2-3 trading days after the deal between OPEC and 
Russia had been announced, the market had not reacted positively to the 
news. The oil price climbed only marginally on Friday when the news was first 
announced. This is because the agreement was largely expected and had al-
ready been priced in by the stakeholders in the market. Additionally, new data 
shows that oil production outside of the OPEC-Russia alliance is on the increase.  

Oil production is increasing in the USA. The number of working oil platforms in 
the country has reached the highest level observed since this summer and this 
is pushing down prices. This is one of the major problems for OPEC and Russia. If 
they lower oil production and the prices increase, it could become more favour-
able for American producers to increase their production levels. Getting the oil 
price to climb is therefore a very complicated matter, and the current price level 
of between USD 60 and 65 per barrel is likely to remain in the coming months. A 
major upside seems unlikely at present.
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